Drama (Eduqas)
Exam
Duration

1 hour 30
Minutes

Equipment

Pens & pencils

Revision
Resources

DNA script (Act 1)
Revision materials and tasks on Google Classroom.
Theatre Evaluation notes from performances watched over
lockdown, Touching The Void and A Midsummer Night’s Dream
watched 21/10/2021
Exam Revision Checklist
Content

Section A: Blood Brothers
Themes

The key themes of the play and how
they are portrayed.
Key moments or lines which show
the themes.
How different characters represent
the themes.
Friendship/Gangs
Peer pressure/Bullying
Responsibility

Who they are, what they’d wear
Characters, costumes, key (would their character change from
phrases.
Act 1 to Act 2?) and key quotations
which show links to themes or
character intentions.
Also, how they are arranged in the
hierarchy of the group.
Key Scenes

Stage types and
advantages and
disadvantages

Which scenes are most important
and why?
How could you direct or act the
character to highlight the importance
of the scene?
What is the purpose of each scene?
Which stage type would you use
and why?
What are the advantages and
disadvantages of each stage type?

Revised?

Vocab list
Use of performance skills

Rehearsing

Using key vocabulary and Drama
terminology
How could you use your voice in
different ways to show the
character? The mood and
motivations?
How would you use your body and
physicality to show our character
and how their are with others?
If you were an actor playing a
character from the play, how would
you rehearse to show their
character?
What rehearsal techniques would
you use; hot seating? Role on the
wall? Leading with…? Role
switching? Character profiling?
Vocal improvisation? Subtext
(carrots and peas)?

Section B Theatre Evaluation
Notes on the following:
● Lighting
● Sound
● Set/props
● Costume/makeup
● Character
Interaction
● Context
● Performance style
● Movement
● voice

Plays we’ve watched in the last 6
months which you should have
notes on:
● Touching The Void
● A Midsummer Night’s Dream
● Treasure Island
Reread the notes and check you
have information on each category.

